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GOLF CLUB HEAD WITH SHORTENED
HOSELAND FERRULE

RELATED APPUCAnON

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. appli-

cation Scr. No. 0S/92530L Filed; Sep. 8. 1997. entitled

'tiOLF CLUB HEAD WITH SHORTENED HOSELAND
FERRULE" now U.S. Pat No. 5,888J49,

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT
INVENTION

Hosei designs have changed markicdly in the last five

years of golf dub technology. Callaway Golf innovated the

reduced projecting hosel in its Big Bertha®^ woods club

line, and also it innovated other techniques to reduce the

wd^t of ftit hosd.

1. Bi£ Bertha is a tegistend trademark of Callaway Golf.

In my U.S. patent plication Scr: No. 08/859^82. File±

May 19. 1997. entitled OVERSIZE METALWOOD WTTH
POWER SHAFT. I describe a hosd that indudes a short

hosd segment projecting downwardly torn the top wail and

a spaced also short hosel segment near the sole plate

designed to reduce hosd weight without the sacrifice of

strength*

^ :i

Because metal drivers cannot exceed the wdght range of

^fj 198 to 204 grams, every gram of savedwe^t is critical and
41 if saved, makes the design and manufactuni^ tasks far

Q simpler: Hiis is particularly tme with stainless sted wood
nj dub heads because the trend to larger dub heads in the last

pi; five years has made it difficult to utilize stainless steel and

at the same time enlarge the head. This trend has beenaided

^1 by the development of titanium alloy heads because these

& aUoyswidi about 90% pure titanium have only 60% of the

Q wd^ of stainless steels.

^ But what has hsmpened is the public demand for heads in

P| excess of 250 cm.^ in volume has created ahnost the same

r!l wdght problem in titanium that previously existed in theW staidess steel head designs. Therefore* any wdght saving

l y technique, such as ^e one the present invention is directed.

is now critical and important in the design and manufacture

1^ d tttanium alloy heads, almost as much as it was in the

fj smaller stainless sted heads.

" Thus, the present invention is directed to devising an

imiirovedhosei design of substantially reduced wd^t with-

out sacxifidng the structural integrity of the head or of die

recdved shaft, bearing in naind that today's shafts are

primarily gra^^iite compositions and prone to ^acture in the

area just above the hoseL

Most graphite ^laft manufacturers recommend fixe iq>per

end of the hosd be chamfered and filled with epoxy as die

shaft is assen^led to the head. This reduces die likelihood of

shaft fracture at the top of the hosd. but neverthdess the

problem still remains significant

One aspect to achieving hosd wdgjit reduction lies in the

mistaken prevailing view of club head designers diat the

hosd bore must be deep to prevent shaft fiacture and shaft

loosening in the hoseL This view is simply false and has

given misdirection to the desire to achieve wd^t saving in

the hosd area.

Another misconception is that the hosd must extend a

substantial distance above the top wall of the club head. This

misconception may be a result, not only of a belief that the

upwardly projecting hosel is necessary to support the shaft

but of tile cosmetic need to have the hosel gently curve into

die surface of the top wall of the club head 360 degrees

around the hosd. That is. one reason club designers have not

envisioned the elimination of the hosel upward projection
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from the top walL is the cosmetic need for blending the

lower end of the shaft into die top wall However, these

designers have not appreciated this result can be achieved

without the hosd performing the entire cosmetic blending

5 function.

It is. therefore, a primary object of the present invention

to ameliorate the problems noted above in the prior art. and

provide a golf club head with a shortened hosd and ferrule

thatreduces hoseiwd^twithout sacrificing shaft support or

10 cosmetic integrity.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

In accordance with die present invention, an improved

golf dub head is provide4 with a shonened hosel that

reduces overall hosd weight widiout sacrificing shaft sup-

port or without diminishing the smooth cosmedc transition

of the shaft into the top wall of the club head.

The first direction to this objective is the awakening that

2^
extended hosel bore length is not critical to dther shaft

fracture resistance or to shaft loosening. The prevalent

design criteria today is the hosd bore must be at least L25

indies in depth. This criterium is flawed. Our tests by some

of the best long drivers in the United States (nien^)ers of the

^ LDA) indicate that hosel depth as short as about 0.500

inches is sufSdent to mi^int^jn shaft integrity with thousands

of swings at over 130 mph. far above die average golfer's

swing speed which commonly range from 80 to 100 mph.

This must be qualified with die use of a hi^ strengdi and

^ quality epoxy bonding agent

The second recognition to achieving weight reduction in

the hosel area was die discovery that substantial hosd

projection above the top wall is not necessary {(x ddier shafr

support or cosmetic transition from the shaft to die top walL

33 and that these functions could in part be provided by die

ferrule radier than the hoseL

Toward these ends, one embodiment of die present inven-

tion has a hosel lengdi of substantially less dian 1.25 inches,

and in the range of 0.625 to 0.750 inches.A second embodi-

40 ment of the present golf club head has a shortened hosd and

extended ferrule induding a headhaving a hollow body with

a ball striking walL and a top wail extending rearwardly

from the ball striking walL The hosd extends downwardly

from die top wall widi a shafr recdving bore therein, and

45 extends upwardly from the top surface of die club a much
shorter distance than conventional with an almost fiat top

surface much larger dian normal and an annular outer

surface diat flares sharply outwardly.The ferrule has a lai^er

dian normal lower surface equal in size and shape to die

50 hosel top surface with an outa surface diat curves sharply

outwardly and downwardly in a smooth transition into the

hosel outer surface and/or the top surface of the dub head.

The top of the hosd bore is chamfered, and the ferrule is

epcKied not only to the inserted shafr but also to die enlai^ed

55 hosei top surface to increase die hosd^s ability to absorb side

loading from the inserted shaft

Since the ferrule is constructed of a lig^t-wd^t thermo-

plastic material, albeit a high strength thermoplastic, accord-

ing to die present invention, it is far lighter dian even

60 titanium alloys such as 6A4V titanium, an aEoy frequently

utilized in golf dub head design, and a substantial weight

savings results. In essence, the ferrule rq>laces in support

and cosmetic functions the portion of die hosel projecting

above the top wail of the club head. The cosmedc transition

65 of the shaft into the top wall of the dub head is predorai-

nantiy provided not by the hosel of past, but by the outward

and downward flare of the ferrule itself.
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If there is a trade-off in this design, it is that the fcrmle FIG. 2 is a top view of the club head illustrated in FIG. I.

shape may change witii club head design, and hence in many also without its fetnile in sim;

cases must be customized for the club head design. This is piQ 3 is an enlarged fragmentary top view of the golf
because the bottom surface of the fcnulc, according to the

^^^^ ^ depicted in FIG. 2;
present invention* and the top surface of the hosei, have an 5 ^ . ^ . ^ ^* -i * 1 *u

i^cgular tear dn)p shape, unsuitable for annulariy shaped HG. 4 is a fragmented section smnlar to FIG. 1 with the

ferrules presently available in the golf industry. However. ^^^^ m situ and m sccuon;

this trade-off is attractive because fenule tooling is quite FIG.Sisa&agmentaty section of the golf club head along

inexpensive. the hosel axis taken generally along line 5—5 of HG. 3;

Ferrules available today, while not necessarily straight jq fIG. 6 is a fragmentary section taken through the hosel

tubular in shape, and may have some outer curvature, axis 180 degrees wife reject to the plane of FIG. 5;
nevertheless have circular cross sectional shapes in planes

nG.7isancnlargcdfragmentary view similar to FIG. 4;
perpendicular to fee hosel axis. Such fctiules will in some .

^
, . , , ^ ^

cases not be useable in fee present invention, ahhough it is HG. 8 is a perspective sub-assembly view ofone cmbodi-

possible to envision a downwardly and outwardly flared »cnt of fee fenule according to the present invention;

ferrule according to fee present invention wife a circular FIG. 9 is a rear view of fee femiie illustrated In FIG. S:

lower diameter, that could compliment a similarly shaped pjG i^ i^^ bottom view of the fcmiic illustrated in FIGS,
upper surface on fee hosel and/or ciub head top walL 8 and 9*

In one embodiment described in this aj^lication. fee ^r- « • i*^ ,.m. :n»,^t^A ;«
£ V, 1 ji ^ £ ^ r 1 rlu. 11 IS a left side view of fee forule lUustratca m

upper surface of fee hosel and lower surface of fee ferrule prz-s « * ift*
are far larger fean presently known. An important result of 20 ^

this design comes from the cpoxy bonding of fecse two FIG, 12 is a ri^t side view of fee ferrule illustrated in

surfaces togcfecr. resulting in a far greater lateral support for FIGS. 8 to 11;

fee shaft than by conventional, and also provides an FIG. 13 is a bottomview offee ferrule illustrated in FIGS,
increased cushioning effect for fee shaft that minimizes shaft 8 to 12;

HG. 14 is a fragmentary section of anofeer embodiment
if any, lateral support for fee shaft; feat is, fee force apphed ^ . ^JTm^.
to fee ferrule against the shaft as the shaft bends outwardly

or me present mv^uon,
.^^ ^

<rf its axis inits relaxed position. This is because fee area ctf
HG. 15 is a fragmented top view of fee dub head

fee lower surface of the fenule and fee area offee upper iHustratcd m HG. 14;

surface of the hosel engaging fee hosel lower surface in 30 l^issi bottom view of the fcmile illustrated in FIG.

conventional dub heads, is far smaUer than in this embodi- M taken generally along line 16—16 of FIG. 14;

ment offee present invention and fee bonding feere-between FIG. 17 is a fragmentary view of a fiirfeer embodiment of

can fracture unnoticed because fee fetruie remains bonded to fee present invention;

fee shaft HG. 18 is a bottom view of the ferrule illustrated in HG,
Thus, anofeer object of fee present invention is to provide 35 17 taken generally along line 18—18 of HG. 17;

a ferrule design that effects fee lateral support function of piG. 19 is a fragmented top view of fee dub head
conventional hosels^ve fee top wall of fee club head wife illustrated in HGS. 17;

an enhanced cushioning effect from fee elastic nature of fee pjQ 20 is a fragmentary section of a furfecr embodiment
ferrule fecrmoi^astic of fee present invention having a threaded fenule;

In a spedfic embodiment disdosed. fee upper surface of 40
^1 is a fragmented top view of fee dub head

fee hosel andfee lower surface offee fenule have a tear drop
illustrated in HG 20 and;

outtx shape ^J^ ^^t of fee tear pointing toward a
piG. 22 is a bottom view of fee fenule illustrated in HG.

vcrucal plane cxtendmgalongfeetargetkne. Tins isafairly
generally along line 22--22of HG. 20.

convenuonal shape for most metal woods m a sectional
gcuaouy aiuu^ un ^ ui nu.

plane throu^ the hosd just above fee top wall upper 45 DETAILED DESCRIFnON OFTHE
surface, alfeough it is a sh^ never identified before fee DEFERRED EMBODIMENTS
present invention. That is. this plane is generally parallel to ^
fee top walKless than 0.062 inches) above fee top surface of

drawings, it should be understood thatHGS.

fee chib head top walL Because fee top wall crowns near fee I to 6 are drawn to scale: namdy, 1 inds=l indu and it

target line, fee transition surface of fee hosd near feat line so shou^be understood by fee reader, however, that fee patent

causes feis tear drop shape in that plane. It should be an>lication drawings* siri)mitted wife this ^Ucation as

understood fee present invention also contemplates a 100% caiginaUy filed, arc drawn to 1^:1 scale, and that fee

elimination of fee hosel upward jyojcction and a bending of
(drawings, when printed into an issued patent, are usuaUy

fee fenule directly into the top wall reduced in size so that it should not be presumed that fee

According to anofeer embodiment of fee invention, fee 55 <^awings in fee issued patent are also a 1:1 scale,

lower surface of fee fenule has an annular flange that seats Refening to the drawings and particularly HGS. 1 to 7. a

in a counter bore in fee club head to furfecr enhance fee club head assembly 10 is illustrated induding generally a

fenule c^abiHty to resist side loading, caused by shaft thin-walled hollow dub head body IL and a fenule 12. The

flexure. This des^n also furfecr protects the shaft from clubheadbody has a face or ball striking waU 14. a top wall

cnant baU impact directiy on fee fenule. 16 from which a hosd segment 18 projects upwardly. The

Ofeerobjectsandadvantagesoffeeprescntinventionwill ^<>^1 '^^^^ 1«
^'f?

20 feat comple-

appearmore dearly from fee foUowing detaUed description. ^ ^'^^ ^^^^^ 1^

BRIEF DESCRIPnON OF THE DRAWINGS The fenule 12 has a shaft bore 23 fecrcferough approxi-

HG. 1 is a front view, partly fragmented, of a golf ciub 65 mately 0.334 inches in diameter coaxial wife a same diam-

head according to fee present invention wifeout its ferrule in eter bore 24 in fee hosel 25 feat indudes fee hosel segment

sim; 18.
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The hosel 25 includes an annular pc»tion 27 integrally the support function of the hoscl and the blending function

cast with the club head body 11 and the top wail 16. Hoscl <rf the hosel as it merges into the club head top walL

portion 27 includes a bottom wall or abbreviated annular Generally, this is achieved by configuring the outer sur-

stap 29 that limits the downward insertion of the club shaft face of the ferrule at its lower extent with an outward fiarc

into the hoscl bore 24 5 that varies in the degree of flare as one moves 360 degrees

An important aspect of the present invention is that the '"^"^."^^
^T^'^ !2

^^^71'
hosds^ml8pScctsupwlrdlyfromthctopsurface2D ^"^^^"T^^, ^S^lJ^.fh.'l"^ .1?^
oftheclibheadtoJwaU16adistanceofabo^^ J^'"'^^^* dlS^X • ^ ft /xrt . . L portion 44 havmg an outer diamrtrr ^jproxunatmg conven-
preferably in the nmgc of 0.00 inches to 0.130 inches. ^ ^^ portSihowcver. the outer

Also, another m3portanta^)ect of the {sesent invention is surface 22 of Ae femile has a &st transition portion 50 in

die extent of the hosel bore 27 ftom the top surface 30 of the fi^e direction of p<«tion 44 in the plane of FIG. 7* of about

hosel segment IS downwardly is about 0.600 inches, pref- 30 d^iees with respect to the hosd axis. Surface 22 has a
er^ly in the range of 0.500 inches to 1.00 inches. This range second lower transition portion 51 also in the same plane, of

with a slow curing hig|i strength epoxy bonding agent is about 45 degrees with respect to the hosd axis 40.

sufSdent to bond the associated shaft to the hosel bore under jhe transition portions 50 and 51 are at the hosd point

the high stress conditions noted above even without die portion 34. The other transition curvature portions on sur-

shortened hosd and extended ferrule. face 22 as one moves around the perimeter of &e lower

The top surface 30 ofthe hoscl segment 18 is considerably portion of the fcmile as it blends into the hosd surface 20,

larger in area than conventional and is irregular in sh^. h*ve different curvatures dian porticms 50 and 51 to achieve

taidng a gcncraUy tear drop perimeter configuration. Top ^ blending into the top waU depending on specific dub

surface 30 indudes a perimeter edge 32 with a pointed head designs. It should also be undcr^ fe^

portion 34 that >ints- perpendicuLiy toward a vertical
^osd shape may vary from dub to duband that transition

ffaneonthetarS.iiaeSding^^ SSLlLtotS ^^^^^^
sweet spot Tfa^pomtedpotti^

HGS. 14. 15 and 16 depict a further embodiment of the
outer surface 20 of the hosd se^nt IS^Tlus out«^ surfece ^^^[^^^^^ metallic dub head UO having^^l^hosd ^gment 18 a^pomtedporuon 34m the plane

^ THe hosd lU has an upp^
^HGS. 1 and 4 is an^ly relaftwi at its u^^rca^ to ^^Xe 113 that projects about 0,625 indies abovethcuS^
the hosel-femile axis 40 by an angle ofabout 45 degrees and

of the dub head top wall IIL Hosel 112 also has a
the surface 20 curves smoothly and tangentially into the top downwardly dqwnding potion US that extends within the
wail 16 at itt lower reaches. Top surface 30 has an area of ^5 ^^^^ having a shaft rccdving bore 117 therein

^yproximately 0375 in.^ inches induding die area of bote ^ lowtf integral annuhir flange 118 that serves as a stop

24. f(ff t]ie golf shaft which is not iUustrated in die drawii^s.

The tear drop shape d the tc^ surface of die hosd The upper end of the hosd bcce 117 has a 45 degree

segment 18 is a result of the top wall 16 of the dub head chamfer 120 that recdves epoxy when^ shaft is qK>xied

crowning above die hosel along a verticd plane extending in the dub head to provide a known cushioning effect for the

along the target line through the ball striidng point on the shaft particulatiy ^en the shaft is a grs^te composition,

face waiL This results inthe curvature ofthe hosd outerwall ]t should be understood thatmany of the priscipies of the

20 having a larga radius at portion 34. Top wall 30 has an present invention can be applied not only to a hosd that

angle of about 20 degrees toa horizontal plane and angularly ^ projects only a short distance above the tq) wall 111. and this

related to a plane perpendicular to hosd axis 40 by about 10 is true of all the embodiments disdosed in this application.

but to hosels which have no projection from the top wall 11

It should be noted here what the ^jfffoxiinatc geometry of and are flush widi the top walL

die chib head and hosel is. The "^e"" of the dub head is the A fenule 122. similar to the ferrules illustrated In die

angleof the hosd axis to ground in a vertical plane perpen- 45 embodiments ofHGS.l to 13. is seated on hosd top surface

dicular to the target line and is conventionally about 55 113. and it has a shaft rccdving bore 123 therein coaxial

degrees in the driver. The plane of the top surface 30 of the with bore 117.Hie differentiating aspect in the embodiment

hosd segment 18 and the bottom surface 42 of the ferrule 12 ofFIGS. 14. 15 and 16 is an annular flange 126 that depends

is about 100 d^recs dockwise from die axis 40 of die downwardly from fennile lower planar surface 127 coaxial

hosd-ferrule. 50 widi the bores 123 and 117 that fits widiin a counter bore 130

An inqxHtant aspect of the present invention is that die top in the upper end of the hosd bore 117. immediatdy above

surface 30 of the hosel segment and the bottom surface 42 the chamfer 120. The axial extent of counter bore 130 and

of the ferrule have a mating area of about 7 times presently the flange 126 is in the range of 0.625 to 0.125 indies.

known hosel-femilc mating surfaces. These surfaces are The flange 126 and the counter bore 130 provide

bonded with a two part slow setting, high strength epoxy 53 enhanced resistance to side loadmg and torquing of the

materiaL and because of the increased bonding area, pro- ferrule caused by shaft flexure. An ancillary benefit to die

duces a higher strengdi fenule bond and ferrule diat resists flange and counter bore system in this embodiment is that it

lateral or bending forces of the shaft above die hosd to a provides further protection for die shaft v^en the ferrule is

greater extent than conventionai hosds. The present ferrule impacted direcdy by the golf ball due to an extremely errant

is constructed of a hi^ strength thermoplastic material and 60 **heer golf swing.

it in effect cushions die lateral forces imposed by the shaft The further embodiment illustrated inHGS. 17. 18 and 19

on the ferrule minimizing shaft fracture at the hosel This is similar to the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 14. 15 and

enhanced hosel support for the shaft immediatdy above the 16. except that the ferrule flange has a larger diameter and

hosd and minimizes shaft fracture in the hosd area. is seated in a groove spaced outwardly from the hosel bore.

The configuration of the ferrule 12 is gencxaily shm in 65 This design has some additional benefits in cases where the

axial extent and replaces in part in that area die desired bottom of the ferrule is substantially wider diaa a conven-

fiiactions nc^mally attributed to the hosel. and particularly tional hoseL


